Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=

FCO_Knowl says:
::At helm, monitoring orbit..::

XO_Mav says:
@:: with away team, looking at a magnificent wall covered with alien graffiti.... sad, isn't it? :

TAC_Katal says:
::at tactical monitoring system on LR Sensors::

MO_Valar says:
::hands the CO the padd containing the report she ordered on the crew's physicals::  Will that be all sir?

Host CO_Lenor says:
::on bridge sitting in chair::

Lucas says:
::still seating at OPS::

CNSBrowni says:
::Wakes up in his quarters, feeling very confused::

CNSBrowni says:
::Realizes that he's been asleep way too long and hurries to the TL::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::takes PADD:: MO: for now.. please make a schedule for new crew medical evaulations

CEOVnSckl says:
@::on surface with Maverick::

CSO_Sulek says:
@::planet near wall grafiti::

MO_Valar says:
CO: Yes sir.

CNSBrowni says:
::Enters TL:: Bridge

MO_Valar says:
::turns and heads for the TL::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::checking out readings on tricorder::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: make sure you keep a transporter lock on the AT at all time... if there is any sign of danger beam them out

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Can you translate that word on the wall?

MO_Valar ::enters TL::  Deck 4 (Turbolift.wav)

FCO_Knowl says:
CO: Aye Sir...

CNSBrowni says:
::Arrives on Bridge::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::see the counselor arrive...nods::

MO_Valar says:
::exits TL and heads for Sickbay::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::gets a funny feeling in his gut::

FCO_Knowl says:
::Switches and monitors comm signatures from AT..::

CNSBrowni says:
CO:  Sorry, Captain, I just slept way too long

OPS_Lucas says:
SCI: is there any signs of a natuarl disaster (eg.  Comet hit... )

CNSBrowni says:
::Sits down in his chair::

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Any idea?

CEOVnSckl says:
@Sulek: Hey, you awake?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Counselor: will over look it... this time  ::Grins::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: the word is of alien origin, I'm working on translation now.

MO_Valar says:
::enters Sickbay::

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Good...

CNSBrowni says:
CO:  Uh, thanks Captain

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: it means Xenocide.

MO_Valar says:
::sits down at the desk and starts preparing a schedule for the crew physicals::

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Xenocide?!?

CEOVnSckl says:
@::thinks to himself, "Uh oh"::

OPS_Lucas says:
::scans for signs of natural disasters::

TAC_Katal says:
CO: Long range scans show no other ships in the system Captain.

XO_Mav says:
@ALL: Any idea why someone would write Xenocide on a wall?

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Maybe the civilization was killed off by another alien race.

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: very good... keep scanning...

XO_Mav says:
@:: nods and moves on :: ALL: We'll think about it later. Let's explore.

MO_Valar says:
Computer: Play music Motown classics

TAC_Katal says:
CO: Aye. Ma'am.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Aye sir.

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: yes it means the destruction of all off world races.....this would indicate that perhaps they were destroying other worlds.

CEOVnSckl says:
@::continues looking at tricorder::

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: slave science to your console and see if you can find out the exact cause of the planet becoming uninhabited

XO_Mav says:
@*Lenor*Captain, we've discovered an ancient wall with alien grafitti on it. There's one word: Xenocide.

TAC_Katal says:
::sets LR Sensors on autosweep::

MO_Valar says:
::remembers she has to check vitals on CEO Madison who is in stasis with the Rhibodian flu::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Maverick* Xenocide?  See what you can find out... keep me posted

MO_Valar says:
::grabs tricorder and heads for stasis chamber::

XO_Mav says:
@*Lenor*Aye aye. Maverick out.

Sci_Grey says:
::Checks his senors::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::sees Grey enter the bridge::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: or perhaps they were intending to destroy an invader.

XO_Mav says:
@ALL: Be on the lookout for signs of weapons and the such.... We need to know more.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Well, where should we go next?

XO_Mav says:
@:: looks at the scenery... must have been nice ::

MO_Valar ::enters stasis unit and begins checking Madison's vitals:: (Tricoder.wav)

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:aye

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: work with Lucas to see what you can find out about why this planet is uninhabited... your console has been slaved to ops

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Scan the structures of buildings, etc. for any strange compounds.

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:scanning

XO_Mav says:
@VanSickle: Look around for technology.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Aye sir.

MO_Valar ::makes some minor adjustments to the stasis unit settings:: (Console sound6.wav)

CEOVnSckl says:
::takes tricorder and "devines" for technological structures::

Sci_Grey says:
::goes to ops::

MO_Valar says:
::exits stasis unit and heads back to her desk::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::goes to the west first::

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:no unitentifiable compounds

XO_Mav says:
@:: sighs :: ALL: Let's move on, going Southwest.

TAC_Katal says:
::continues monitoring AT on SR sensors::

FCO_Knowl says:
::Making minor orbit adjustments::

XO_Mav says:
@ALL: If anyone sees or detects ANYTHING strange, immediately report to me.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: No power signatures this way.

CTOJames says:
::on the surface with the away team::

MO_Valar says:
Computer: Access CEO Michael Madison's medical records and post new data from my tricorder.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: I'll have to try using line of sight scanning.

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Are there any lakes or rivers in this city?

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:I suggest that we try visual contact for signs of technology.

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:the planet is remarkably dry.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: I concur.

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Our first priority is to find out what happened to this place.

SCI_Grey says:
CO: THat detailed planet scan I was conducting is done.

XO_Mav says:
@Sulek: Are there any detectable caverns under the city?

SCI_Grey says:
CO:Would you care for the results?

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO: negative

MO_Valar says:
CO: Can you spare anyone that you can send down to Sickbay for their physical?

Host CO_Lenor says:
CO: Grey of course

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick:

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: I've got an idea.

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:perhaps we should enter on of the buildings.

XO_Mav says:
@:: sees a building that stands out a little, points to it :: AT: Let's go into that building.

XO_Mav says:
@VanSickle: Yes?

CEOVnSckl says:
@Sulek: Sulek took it.

CTOJames says:
@Sulek: Do you think it is safe to enter the caverns???

CEOVnSckl says:
@James: There aren't caverns, as Sulek said earlier.

CSO_Sulek says:
@CTO: there are no caverns, but the buildings are sound.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Knowles: what is the statis to the AT...

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: can you give me you last order to me... I heard OPS then my hearing went blank...

CTOJames says:
@sulek:...opps sorry I meant buildings

FCO_Knowl says:
CO: I Still have a fuul lock on the AT, nothing unusual so far..

Host CO_Lenor says:
Lucas: you need to work with science to find out the reason why the planet is uninhabited

XO_Mav says:
@:: walks into the building ::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::follows Maverick::

SCI_Grey says:
CO:There is an odd impact crater on the souther polar ice cap

XO_Mav says:
@:: pulls phaser ::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::takes out tricorder::

CTOJames says:
@Sulek: Then let's explore!

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: I've found something.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: what caused it?  is it known.

XO_Mav says:
@:: walks up to the panel ::

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Here is a large panel with a small padd.

CTOJames says:
@Maverick: Don't you think we could explore more if we broke up into two teams???

CSO_Sulek says:
@::scans panel::

XO_Mav says:
@Van Sickle: Yeah,  I picked that up.

CEOVnSckl says:
@::taps some of the button.

CTOJames says:
@::watches the XO::

XO_Mav says:
@Rightmire: We don't know what's out here, and what happened. We stay together.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: THE SCREEN COMES TO LIFE PRESENTING AN ALIEN FACE

OPS_Lucas says:
SCI: scan the planet... look for anything unusual... and send the reading to my consol.

CEOVnSckl says:
@::activates machinery::

TAC_Katal says:
::scans South Polar Ice Cap Crater with tactical sensors::

XO_Mav says:
@:: pushes VanSickle back as face appears ::

CEOVnSckl says:
@ALL: I guess I turned it on.

SCI_Grey says:
CO:Unknown, but it's definitely not cometary or asteroidal

CSO_Sulek says:
@::records image::

CTOJames says:
::walks up to Maverick and watches the image::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <SCREEN> Non-Hialarian Life Forms detected.  State Species.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: scan the area further to see what caused it

XO_Mav says:
@:: motions for silence ::

XO_Mav says:
@SCREEN: Humanoid.

MO_Valar says:
::takes a break and decides to get something to eat.  Exits Sickbay and heads for the mess hall::

SCI_Grey says:
CO: Aye

SCI_Grey says:
::scans::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::staes in awe::

XO_Mav says:
@:: watches the reaction of the face ::

Host ACTDMark says:
@<SCREEN> Hialarian were humanoid.  State Species.

SCI_Grey says:
Co: We need to get closer to the crater

XO_Mav says:
@SCREEN: Human, from Earth, in the Sol system. We come with peaceful intentions.

TAC_Katal says:
CO: there is no evidence that the crater was created by a weapon.

SCI_Grey says:
CO: From what I cant ell however it looks as if i was created on the planet

Host CO_Lenor says:
*MO* sorry for not answering your comm... no one on the bridge is available... check duty rosters to find someone off duty

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <SCREEN> Please identify Sol System

MO_Valar ::Enters TL:: Deck 3 (Tricoder.wav)

CTOJames says:
@::looks a little offended:: XO: Sir, not all of us are Human!

MO_Valar says:
::forgot to shut off this darn tricorder!::

XO_Mav says:
@:: motions for silence ::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: Face dissappears and displays a very detailed map of the Galaxy

MO_Valar  (Turbolift.wav)

XO_Mav says:
@SCREEN: Here. :: selects the location of Sol ::

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO: change our orbit so we can get a closer look at the crater... only if this can be done with out loosing the transporter lock on the AT

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <SCREEN> Data Entered successfully.

Host ACTDMark says:
@ ACTION: The Alien face is replaced with the face of a human female.

XO_Mav says:
@:: smiles with relief ::

CTOJames says:
@::nerviously gripps his phaser::

OPS_Lucas says:
::boosts AT lock:: CO: that chould help

MO_Valar says:
::exits TL and heads for the Mess hall::

CEOVnSckl says:
@::whispers to Rightmire:: Rightmire: What's going on?

FCO_Knowl says:
CO: Aye Sir, Altering orbit..::monitors Lock on AT::

Host ACTDMark says:
@ <SCREEN> Greetings, I am Natasha.  Who are you?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: can you get better scans of the area now

XO_Mav says:
@SCREEN: Uhh... Lieutenant Dustin Maverick, USS Quirinus, United Federation of Planets.

SCI_Grey says:
CO: Thanks Captain.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Shall we introduce ourselves?

CTOJames says:
@::wispers back:: CEO: It seems that we have come in contact with some unknown species

XO_Mav says:
@SCREEN: These are my friends and associates.... :: motions for everyone to state their name ::

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Surprising, we never thought the Federation would last more than a Century.

MO_Valar ::enters the mess hall and stands at the replicator::  Chicken Cesar Salad (Replicator.wav)

CEOVnSckl says:
@Natasha: Miss Natasha, I'm Ens. Eric VanSickle, acting Chief Engineer aboard the Quirinus.

SCI_Grey says:
CoThe crater appears to be the resu;t of a large scale explosion. I have scanned spome kind of explosive resudue

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Much less, Starfleet.

CTOJames says:
@SCREEN: I am CTO Ens. James Rightmire and I am Betazoid

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Well, we learn to adapt and go on.

Host Natasha says:
@ Rightmire: Betazoid.. We know of you.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: and the reudue was caused by?

CSO_Sulek says:
@~James~:This is a most interesting development.

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: I suggest scanning the upper atmosphere... see if a dust cloud could have formed... if we find traces of dust or such we could also figure out the time in which the decivilization took place...

CTOJames says:
@~Sulek~I definately agree

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: What are you doing so far from home Lieutenant?

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: do it

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Doing what we do best. Exploring.

CSO_Sulek says:
@Screen: I am CSO_Sulek a  Vulcan/Deltan.

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: Really?....from where?

OPS_Lucas says:
::starts a scan of the atmosphere::

MO_Valar says:
::takes her salad, sits down and begins eating::

CEOVnSckl says:
@~Maverick~: Shall I offer my services to Natasha to repair "her"?

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: the ship has been scanned

TAC_Katal says:
CO: We are being scanned>

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: and the source of the scan is?

Host Natasha says:
@ Sulek: Vulcan and Deltan, unusual hybrid.  The Genetic Strain is weak though.

TAC_Katal says:
CO: the location of the AT.

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: source?

Host Natasha says:
@ Rightmire: Your planet.  Our probes visited there over three centuries ago

CTOJames says:
@~VnSckl: Mav is not empathic.

SCI_Grey says:
CO: There are helium and Argon traces, both nobel gases and no reactive at all.

TAC_Katal says:
CO: the location of the AT.

CSO_Sulek says:
@Natasha:how so?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: What species lived here? What happened?

CEOVnSckl says:
@James: ::whisper:: It thought that was whispering.

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: suggest we keep open comms with AT

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: ::whisper:: Sir, shall I offer my services to repair "her"?

XO_Mav says:
@<w>Van Sickle: No....

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Marverick* what is going on down there... the Quirinus was just scanned from your location

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: The Hialarian race occupied this planet for 64 Earth years, previously it was occupied by the Ollaos

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: agreed

CTOJames says:
@*Lenor*

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: ::whisper:: Aye sir.

XO_Mav says:
@*Lenor*We've met a computer image of an alien. We specified who we are and where we're from. the image is now of a human female who calls herself Natasha. They are peaceful.

OPS_Lucas says:
Katal: open comm to the AT

SCI_Grey says:
CO: CAptain I have found definite poloaron traces in the explosion crater

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: But what happened?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: and that means what?

TAC_Katal says:
::opens comm::  CO: Channel open.

XO_Mav says:
@*CO*The Hialarian race occupied this planet for 64 Earth years, previously it was occupied by the Ollaos

CTOJames says:
@*Lenor* I think you guys should keep a transporter lock on us all the time...who knows what'll turn up.

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: The Ollaos was wiped out by the Hialarian.

SCI_Grey says:
CO: A polaric explosion occured on this planet

Host CO_Lenor says:
*CTO* we have from the begining ... don't worry... we are montoring you every step of the way

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Why?

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: Do you Probe many planets?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Differences in culture?

CTOJames says:
@*CO* That's good to know

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: this isn't my area... what does that mean to me?

XO_Mav says:
@*Lenor*Apparently the Ollaos were wiped out by the Hialarians....

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: The Ollaos physiology could not withstand an aspect of the Hialarian physiology.  None of our scientists could reverse the effects.

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: the atmosphere reading indicate that there have been no additions to pollution in 5 years so chances are that this all happened jsut 5 years ago

SCI_Grey says:
CO: Polaric energy is a time bomb- Highly unstable largely reactive to anything

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: So you are a Hialarian?

SCI_Grey says:
The fact that a polaric explosion

CEOVnSckl says:
@::confused by what Natasha is saying::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Maverick* understood...

CNSBrowni says:
CO:  I believe this polaric bomb was what wiped out the race that the XO is speaking of

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: No, I am a computer.

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: What I mean is, were you progammed by Hialarians?

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: No, the Ollaos.

SCI_Grey says:
Co: wiped out the planets technoology means there may be some kind of anti metagenci compund down there 

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Oh, I see.

XO_Mav says:
@*Lenor*The computer image was programmed by the Ollaos.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: continue to scan and find out all you can

CSO_Sulek says:
@Natasha:What was this aspect?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Did you ever make contact with off-worlders?

SCI_Grey says:
CO: This Technometagenic weapon may be composed of noble gases

Host CO_Lenor says:
CNS: sounds like it...

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: the atmosphere reading indicate that there have been no additions to pollution in 5 years so chances are that this all happened jsut 5 years ago

Host Natasha says:
@ Sulek: The Hialarian physiology utilized pheremones.  The Ollaos Scientists conjectured that the build up of Hialarian pheremones in the Ollaos physiology caused the gradual extinction of the Ollaos society

SCI_Grey says:
CO: I have foud 6 of the noble gases now. That is very strange.

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: see if you can verify that information

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: how so?

XO_Mav says:
@:: trys to understand all this medical talk ::

MO_Valar says:
::finished with her salad decides to log off duty and get some rest::

OPS_Lucas says:
::continues scan::  ::scans for a body to get death info off of::

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Why were you programmed?

SCI_Grey says:
CO: Nobel gases don't react at all. If tey do they have to be forced. But What's hppened to the planet is just strange.

CSO_Sulek says:
@Natasha: then this is what you meant when you said my Deltan genetics were weak.

MO_Valar says:
Computer: Show Ensign Valar Mitchell as off duty

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: What is the purpose of these probes you speak of?

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: I am a Planetary Information Repository.  All Ollaos planets are equipped with my kind.

MO_Valar says:
::heads for the TL::

Host Natasha says:
@ James: To explore further than the Ollaos have travelled.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Natasha: What were your probes comprised of?

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: Is this exploration similar to our own?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Did you ever make contact with off-worlders?

MO_Valar ::enters TL:: Deck 4 (Turbolift.wav)

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: what would have had to have happened to cause this explosion?

MO_Valar says:
::heads for Sickbay::

SCI_Grey says:
CO: I could use a medical opinon for this antimetatgenic theroy

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:The Ollaosians were basically allergic to the Hialarians, I believe.

Host Natasha says:
@ VanSickle: They were composed of Tritanium.

SCI_Grey says:
Co: Polaric energy is highly unstable some one proably breathed to much and it went off

Host Natasha says:
@ Rightmire: No

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Yes.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Natasha: What was their shape, size, equipment, whatever else you'd like to share?

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: Than what is the purpose of your exploration?

XO_Mav says:
@ALL: Let's not overload Natasha here with questions.

MO_Valar says:
::enters Sickbay:: Computer: Deactivate Motown music program

MO_Valar says:
::exits Sickbay and heads for the TL::

Host Natasha says:
@ Van Sickle: They are three metres in length, and equipped with stealth technology.

SCI_Grey says:
MO_Valar: i require you r assitance on the bridge

CTOJames says:
@Mav: I think I'm on to something

XO_Mav says:
@Rightmire: What?

TAC_Katal says:
*XO* : Lets try an uplink via the tricorder to our databanks for information on the former inhabitants of this planet.

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: I was thinking the same thing.

MO_Valar says:
*SCI*: On my way

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Can we download your databanks to our databanks so we can learn more about your culture and it's history?

MO_Valar ::Enters TL:: Bridge (Turbolift.wav)

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Sir, remember the incident about 70 years or so ago?

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Negative.

XO_Mav says:
@Van Sickle: No.

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Why not?

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: There was a probe that came to Earth and vaporized its oceans in search of humpbacked whales.

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: We have a similar regulation to your Prime Directive

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:we must be careful until we are sure that Natasha is  strickly an informational source.

XO_Mav says:
@Van Sickle: I doubt that's related.

MO_Valar says:
::exits TL on to the Bridge and heads to Science Station:: SCI_Grey: How may I assist you?

CEOVnSckl says:
@Maverick: Just a thought.

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: have the scans from the planet continued?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Your species is dead, though. You have nothing to lose.

CTOJames says:
Mav: I'm pretty sure that I am about to find out quite a bit about the agressive ness of this culture, and just what kind of a threat they pose.

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: But you have a lot of lose

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: What do you mean?

XO_Mav says:
@*CO*'Natasha' has denied us access to the databanks of the computer...

CEOVnSckl says:
@::getting another bad feeling about this situation::

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: I repeate: If the purpose of your exploration isn't like ours what is your purpose?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: We would gain by learning more.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*marverick* see if Natasha will allow us access to any of the data banks...

OPS_Lucas says:
::looks up:: ::think OH GREAT MARK get this::  ::continues scan::  ::scans for a body to get death info off of::

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: If I opened my databanks to you, you would find technology far superior to what you already know, and it may be used incorrectly

TAC_Katal says:
CO: Negative captain the scans are not active at present.

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: You have a point. But maybe you can give us just the history of your species and nothing more.

Host CO_Lenor says:
TAC: acknowledged

MO_Valar says:
::Valar thinks that SCI_Grey did not hear her:: SCI_Grey: How may I assist you?

CEOVnSckl says:
@::that might work::

CTOJames says:
@::A little bit frusterated that Natasha won't answer his question::

SCI_Grey says:
MO: WOuld Nobel gases create some kind of anti metagenic weapon Doctor

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Just the history and data of the planet.

MO_Valar says:
::Thinks...Nobel gases?::

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: there are no bodies on the surface what so ever... there should be atleast a carcus or 2

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: The history of my culture includes the history of our technological achievements

SCI_Grey says:
MO:Nobel gases= unreactive elements

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: So you are unable to 'filter' the technical achievement?

MO_Valar says:
SCI_Grey: If combined with other sources I suppose it is possible

SCI_Grey says:
MO: THey reacted down there with polaric energy

SCI_Grey says:
MO: WOuld that do it

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: anything to give us a clue to why?

CEOVnSckl says:
@::thinks "This computer isn't really user friendly"::

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Our achievements are part of who we are.

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: I understand....

MO_Valar says:
SCI Grey: Without more information it is difficult to come to a conclusion

Host CO_Lenor says:
*Maverick* can NAtasha tell us what happened to the planet?

XO_Mav says:
@*CO*I'll see...

CSO_Sulek says:
@XO:perhaps, we could gain information about the other Ollasian planets and make first contact with them?

OPS_Lucas says:
::looks at readings on consol::

MO_Valar says:
SCI_Grey: What other information do you have available?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Could you just tell us what happened to the planet?

SCI_Grey says:
CO: The Mo and I beleieve that Noble gaes combined with poliarc energy to create and TECHO meteaggenic weapon- one that destroys technonlogy

MO_Valar says:
::Thinks I do?::

SCI_Grey says:
MO: GO with it

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey:  A weapon?? are you sure?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: All we ask is what happened to this planet. Why did life cease?

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick : Be specific

MO_Valar says:
::Thinks, I'd better keep my big mouth shut::

SCI_Grey says:
CO: Sorry not a weapon- a reaction

MO_Valar says:
CO: I concur sir

MO_Valar says:
::looks at the SCI_Grey with puzzlement::

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: There is no life on this planet. Everyone is dead. Why is that?

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: The Hialarian species was rendered extinct.  I do not have data pertaining to this occurance.  The planet has been vacant for approximately five earth standard years.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey/ MO: a reaction... what triggered it?

SCI_Grey says:
CO: THis is all thoerietcal sir i remind you

SCI_Grey says:
CO: The addtion of polaric energy to noble gaes

XO_Mav says:
@*CO*Natasha does not know how the Hialarian species was rendered extinct. All it knows is that it all happened 5 years ago.

MO_Valar says:
::looks a bit relieved to hear the SCI say that::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*XO* acknowledged...

MO_Valar says:
CO: When the polaric energy came in contact with the Noble gases it created a reaction which ignited the gases

CNSBrowni says:
CO:  There is an incoming mesage for Ensign Grey

TAC_Katal says:
::continues LR Scans of the system::

Host CO_Lenor says:
MO: I see...

MO_Valar says:
::Looks at the SCI::

SCI_Grey says:
CNS: From?

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: When was the last time you were activated?

Host CO_Lenor says:
CNS: well patch it through

CTOJames says:
::does a scan of the PADD that Maverick is holding::

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: 4 Earth Years 10 months 12 days 4 hours 3 minutes. 23 seconds

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: So someone was here 2 months after the Hialarians went extinct?

OPS_Lucas says:
CO: see, 5 years ago...

MO_Valar says:
SCI: if you do not require my assistance further, I will retire to my quarters

SCI_Grey says:
MO: Your assitance was in valuable

MO_Valar says:
SCI: Thank you sir.

CSO_Sulek says:
@Natasha:Are you in contact with the other Ollasian computers?

CNSBrowni says:
CO:  The message is a text message from SFHQ.  The Message reads:  Ensign Grey has been invited to the Daestrom Convention on Tetryon Particles at the express wish of Professor Thompson, SF Academy

MO_Valar says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the SCI::

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Negative

Host CO_Lenor says:
::looks at Grey::

SCI_Grey says:
Professor THompson was my Astral Scieneces teacher at the academy

MO_Valar says:
::turns and scurries to the TL::

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: You said that the Hialarians went extinct 5 years ago. The last access of you was 4 years 10 months.

Host Natasha says:
@ Sulek: Yes.  The Planetary network is still intact.  I am in contact with all 290 Ollaos planets.

SCI_Grey says:
All: He said I had promise as a scince officer

MO_Valar says:
::enters TL:: Deck 8

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Are there living Ollaos on other planets?

MO_Valar  (Turbolift.wav)

SCI_Grey says:
Co: Request permsiision to attened the conference

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: I said approximately.

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Oh...

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Negative.

MO_Valar says:
::exits TL and heads for her quarters::

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: How did they die on the other planets?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: permission granted

SCI_Grey says:
SCAN: Due to the aspect of scanning, a second Polaric signature is located under the continent on which the Away team is on... its stable

SCI_Grey says:
Co: Thanks Sir. Uhh how am I to get there

CSO_Sulek says:
@Natasha: Who last accessed you?

OPS_Lucas says:
::glances at SCI::

CNSBrowni says:
Grey:  Maybe you could take a shuttle

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: The Hialarian infection had an incubation period of 6 years, it effectively worked its way through the entire Ollaos culture.

MO_Valar says:
::enters her quarters and plops down on her bed, relieved::  Ahhhhhhhhh.......

Host CO_Lenor says:
OPS: please send a communication that Grey will be attending

Host Natasha says:
@ Sulek: Hialarian Information Officer, Takel

SCI_Grey says:
CO: How am I to get there sir?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: I am sure we will recieve more information after they recieve your acceptance

CTOJames says:
@Natasha: So you took over their entire culture by this infection?

CSO_Sulek says:
@Natasha: Are there Hialarians planets still intact?

OPS_Lucas says:
::sends message to SFHQ:: <message reads> Grey will be attending...........

CNSBrowni says:
CO:  There is an addendum to the message:  Ens. Grey is authorized to take a shuttle

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Can you give us the coordinates of the other planets on our Tricorders?

Host Natasha says:
@ Rightmire: The Ollaos and Hialarian Alliance agreed that the Hialarians would take possession of all Ollaos property.

Host Natasha says:
@ Sulek: Unknown.  I am not in contact with them.

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: there is you answer... ::smiles::

Host Natasha says:
@ Maverick: Yes.

CTOJames says:
@ Natasha: Did they come to this agreement peacefully?

SCI_Grey says:
CO: May I go now sir?

Host CO_Lenor says:
Grey: by all means

XO_Mav says:
@Natasha: Thank you.

Host Natasha says:
@ ACTION: All Hialarian/ Ollaos planetary coordinates are downloaded into the tricorders.  They comprise 1/3 of the Elpmis sector

SCI_Grey says:
::leanves bridge and enters TL::Shuttle bay

Host Natasha says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= PAUSE GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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